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Greetings, Fellow Faculty Members,
Welcome back! 

This year’s theme is Focusing Our Professional Lens. The intention is to reflect on the perspective, or “lens,” 
through which we view the academic environment, as well as our own discipline.

Think about the work you have done in the classroom, and with students, that reflects your brightest,  
most significant contribution. What would you like to share with your peers about what works as a faculty 
member? How does your field shape your teaching? We encourage you to expand your thinking to any  
collaborative efforts you have engaged in across disciplines that have been successful, as well as those  
that are technical or research-based. 

Once you think of a topic you would like to present, consider sharing it in a format outside of a traditional  
lecture. We continue to learn that lecture and PowerPoint presentations are not helpful in teaching our  
students, which is likely quite true for us as faculty as well. My hope is that some of the changes put in place 
for our Faculty Colloquium in January will enrich this opportunity for you and further your development  
as a faculty professional at the College.

The deadline to submit a proposal is Sunday, Oct. 1 at midnight. A blind review of proposals will be  
completed, and proposals will be selected based on the extent to which they help faculty focus their  
professional lens.

We invite you to think outside the box, kick it up a notch and share your expertise with us. The link for  
proposals is available online. A checklist of the information you will need to complete the proposal is  
included on the back of this flyer as well as online at Faculty Central www.tri-c.edu/colloquium. 

We look forward to your participation!

 Colloquium Co-chairs: Lindsay English and Ky Heinlen

 Faculty Development Team: Kara DePaul, Rebecca Carte, Mardy Chaplin, Sara Fuller,  
 Stacy Souther, Beth Vaidya and Anne Marie Yunker

www.tri-c.edu/colloquiumCFP



www.tri-c.edu/colloquiumCFP

2018 Colloquium Call for Proposals Checklist
Wednesday, Jan. 10, 2018

Proposal Due: Sunday, Oct. 1, 2017 by midnight

General Information
 
 m Name of lead presenter, discipline, campus
 m Name(s) of co-presenters, discipline(s), campus(es)
 m Presentation type
   – Technical: How do you use technology in the classroom?
   – Teaching: What methods do you use to engage students and promote learning?
   – Support services: What services?
 
 m Presentation method 
   – Collaboration: Two to three faculty working together on a project; may include cross-discipline
   – Panel: Four or more faculty addressing a topic
   – Experiential/interactive workshop: Participants will work on something throughout the session 
   – Case study: Highlight one example and work through 
   – Lecture/PowerPoint: This works when you are mostly providing information
   – Other
 
 m Have you given this presentation at a state or national conference? If yes, where and when?
 m Are you planning to present this at a state or national conference? If yes, where and when?

Presentation Information
 
 m Title
 m Description (100 words or less)
 m Three specific goals/outcomes (At least one must focus on how faculty can use the knowledge to 
   improve their teaching.)
 m Rationale (Why is this topic important for teaching at a community college? How will this help faculty  
  improve how we teach or how our students learn and succeed? This section also includes any relevant  
  literature or research.) 250 words or less
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